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Report on A Collection of Starred Small Size $1 Notes
By Warren Herbert

Through corresponding with society members. 1 know
there are many of us striving to complete a set of
STARRED small size $1 notes. A complete collection
at this time would include a total of 50 notes. A set of
one from each of the Federal Reserve Districts for both
the 1963 and 1963A series, or a total of 24, is easily
obtainable. These small size $1 Federal Reserve Notes
bear green seals and serial numbers. A complete collec-
tion of STARRED small size $1 notes would also include
25 Silver Certificates, all bearing blue seals and serial
numbers except for two of the special series notes, namely
the 1935A Hawaii overprint with a brown seal and the
1935A African note having a yellow seal. The 50th note
needed to complete such a collection would be the 1928
U.S.N. bearing a red seal.

The STARRED notes of each of these series are, of
course, replacement notes. They are used to replace any
regular numbered note that is damaged during produc-
tion. The STAR is found BEFORE the serial number
on all small size $1 notes except the Federal Reserve
notes, where the star appears AFTER the serial number
and replaces the suffix letter. (See photographs.)

928C
928D
928E
934
935
935A	 *91681102A
935B	 *06752543B
935C	 *28264840B
935D (Narrow)	 *86918654B
935D (Wide)	 *86918635B
935E	 *34026546F
935F	 *86784125F
935G	 *14011744G
935G (Motto)	 *19617210G
935H	 *20425103G
935A Hawaii
935A Africa	 *7%09245A
935A Red R
935A Red S
957	 *26062575A
957A	 *32378555A
957B	 *23470485 B
963 Boston F.R.N.	 A00001352*
963 New York	 B00001021*
963 Philadelphia	 C00001235*
963 Cleveland	 D00001060*
963 Richmond	 E00007468*
963 Atlanta	 F00000614*

201-4
201-5
201-6
201-7
201-8
201-9
201-10
201-11
201-12N
201-12W
201-13
201-15
201-17
201-18
201-20
H201
A201
8201
S201
201-14
201-16
201-19
501-1A
501-1B
501-1C
501-ID
501-1E
501-1F
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This brief article is a report on my success in attempt-
ing to complete a set of STARRED small size $1 notes.
All of the notes listed below are in uncirculated condi-
tion. The only Federal Reserve Notes that I am in-
cluding in the collection are those with serial numbers
below 10,000.

Donlon No.	 Series
	

Serial No.
101-I	 1928 U.S.N.
201-1	 1928 S. C.	 *07003945A
201-2	 1928A	 *21188190A
201-3	 1928B

953 Chicago	 G00002733*
963 St. Louis	 H00000297*
963 Minneapolis	 100006518*
963 Kansas City	 J00001684*
963 Dallas	 1{00002399*
963 San Francisco	 L00001139*
963A Boston
963A New York
963A Philadelphia
963A Cleveland
963A Richmond
963A Atlanta
963A Chicago

501-1G
501-IH
501-11
501-1J
501-1K
501-IL
501-2A
501-2B
50I-2C
501-2D
501-2E
50I-2F
501-2G
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501-21-1
501-21
501-2J
50I-2K
501-2L

I963A St. Louis
I963A Minneapolis
I963A Kansas City
1963A Dallas
1953A San Francisco

100000013*
J00009652*
K00009295*

In comment on the above collection, it is obvious that
it is far from being completed. However, the notes that
are missing may prove to be very difficult to locate. Can
any of you report on these, especially STARS in the
1928C, 1928D, and 1928E series?

Some have even doubted the existence of STARRED
notes in the special series 1935A R and 1935A S. Let
me, however, pass on to you information reported to
me in this regard. Richard Sara, S.P.M.C. 888, has
in his possession two consecutive-numbered 1935A R
STARRED notes which he says are authentic. Also,
Michael Miller, S.P.M.C. 1123, reports he has a circulated
1935A S STARRED note. So perhaps both of these are
obtainable. It may be that some of you "old timers"
have these STARRED notes in your collections. If so,
many of us "youngsters" would like to hear from you
about them.

You will also note in the above list a STARRED
1928D Silver Certificate. (See photograph.) This could
be considered the most prized note in the collection.

The above list of STARRED small size $1.00 notes
includes a set of low-numbered 1963 Federal Reserve
Notes previously reported to you in an article published
in issue No. 18 of PAPER MONEY. Many members who
wrote cards and letters in response to that article listed
notes in their collections that are lower than the numbers
I listed. The volume of mail indicates there are many
of us who are preserving these low numbered notes in
our collections.

In that same article, there were photographs of four
notes with the same matching serial number-00000297.
Let me also tell you that this set is dwarfed by the
matched set of seven notes held by Jim Greene, S.P.M.C.
1103, all with the same serial number 00000052. Also
John Kearns of Marion, Indiana, an "old timer" who
has been collecting paper money since 1928, reports
holding 15 notes with the same serial number 00002222
(or 22221.

It certainly has been encouraging to me to receive
cards and letters from so many of you. And I would
like to encourage all of you to write to other members
who share your interests. In this way you can in part
exercise the purpose of your membership. The letters
need not be long or formal. It may be that a brief
note on a post card will do. Ask—How can I help you?
Here are my needs; can you help me?

(The author may be addressed at P. 0. Box 3471.
Columbus, Ohio 43214.)

Legal Tender Note
By Joseph Persichetti

I enjoyed reading Mr. Schwartz's article in the Spring
1965 issue of PAPER MONEY about the $1 U. S. Note
issued in Puerto Rico. However, there was one small
error: Mr. Schwartz stated that these notes were held for
ten years before being released in 1943. Actually, they
were held for over fifteen years before being released in
November, 1948. On the basis of the monthly statement
of paper money outstanding (issued by the Treasury),
I have deduced the following timetable for the release of
these notes to the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank:

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

March
April

Released in

Total accounted for
Total unaccounted for

Total printed

948
948
949
049
949
949
033

400,000
none

500,000
400,000
415,000
145,000

5,000

(99.63%)1,865,000
7,012

1,872,000

I estimate that there are still about seventy thousand
of these notes outstanding. I wonder whether any readers
would venture a guess. Perhaps one of them even
knows the exact number remaining.

WANTED

OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY
(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants, Drafts)

of the AMERICAN WEST

Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado; Dakota, Deseret, Indian,
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.

Have Proof notes from most states, individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topicals; Colonial, Continental;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.

JOHN J. FORD, JR. 176 HENDRICKSON AVE., ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N. Y.
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